PARTNERSHIP AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (PADV)  
STOCK WIRE INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for choosing PADV as the recipient of a gift of stock. Your generosity will make a difference in the more than 19,000 women and children we serve annually who are survivors of intimate partner violence.

Below is the information you need to complete a wire transfer of stock to PADV through our account at BB&T Bank.

Bank Contact: Minesh Amin, 404-720-8350, MAmin@BBandT.com
BB&T

DTC Eligible Securities
Please send a letter of instruction (signature guarantee stamp required) to:
DTC # 0702 clearing through BB&T Securities, LLC
Account #: 5542-2150
Account Name: The Partnership Against Domestic Violence, Inc.

Physical Certificates
DTCC
Attn: John Kiernan
570 Washington Boulevard
Direct Clearing / Damp Deposits
Jersey City, NJ 07310
Please reference: BB&T Securities, LLC #0702
Account #: 5542-2150, and
FBO: The Partnership Against Domestic Violence, Inc.
on the certificate.

PLEASE ASK YOUR BROKER TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME OR COMPANY WHEN MAKING ANY TRANSFERS

In order for us to be able to credit and acknowledge you for your gift of stock in a timely manner, please help us by:

1) Conveying to a PADV staff member listed below:
   ➢ The name of stock being donated
   ➢ The number of shares you intend to transfer
   ➢ The name of the transferring brokerage firm

PADV Staff members
Ritta Garnett              Ritta.Garnett@PADV.org              404-870-9608
Kerlyne Apolon            Kerlyne.Apolon@PADV.org             404-870-9620